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 BiblioCore
BiblioCore has been raising the bar 
for public library discovery layers for a 
decade. Now we’re raising it again. 

Continuing enhancements
• Digital Integrations 

₀ BiblioCore was the first to deliver integrated eBook 
 borrowing, and we are continuing to invest in added  
 functionality with BiblioCloudRecords.

• Better Search 
₀ Sticky filters 
₀ One-Click Holds 
₀ Enhanced search ranking relevance algorithms

• New Tech Stack
 ₀       Laying the foundation for new features

The truly responsive mobile catalog
Not just mobile-optimized, but built to be completely responsive. 

BiblioCore responds to patrons’ needs no matter the device they’re using.  
It’s built to welcome the 50% of patrons who visit the catalog on mobile. 

• Text reflows and resizes to stay readable without pinching and 
zooming.

• The interface has been redesigned for mobile (touch targets are 
usable and appropriately spaced), while retaining browsability.

• No loss of functionality compared with desktop (availability details 
and facets do not disappear).

• With download rates of only ~12%, apps cannot be the entire 
answer to making your catalog mobile-friendly.

FRBR – finally!
Libraries have been talking about it for 160 years. 
Now it’s a reality.

Our new Grouped Search functionality, modelled on the FRBR-LRM framework, is 
designed to improve the search experience for patrons and displays a single title 
in a group with all formats listed.
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Better search, better borrowing, 
and it’s all mobile-friendly. No 
wonder it’s the catalog patrons love.

Live at these libraries...

Plus all the standard functionality 
you’ve come to know and expect.

• Integrates with all major ILSs.

• Built with a single codebase for continuous innovation.

• Easy account management makes borrowing easier 
than ever before.

• Integrated digital checkouts means patrons can see 
their physical and digital items in one place.

• Customizable privacy settings allow patrons to share 
as much or as little as they like.

• Patrons can choose their preferred locations to make 
browsing and placing holds a snap.

• Built with a commitment to accessibility.

• Personal recordkeeping tools: My Profile, My Shelves,  
My Lists, and more.

• Create and share lists, comments, videos, tags, and 
star ratings.

• All community-contributed content is shared across 
all libraries, creating a robust community with tons of 
great content.

• Search that works like the rest of the web.

• “Smart Search” uses natural language detection to 
ensure that patrons searching with keywords, like 
“new music” or “kids movies,” will easily find what 
they are looking for.

• “Did you mean?” functionality for search results

• “While You Wait” carousels on each search result with no 
available copies help patrons find a great read.

BiblioRA: Readers’ Advisory built-in
A full suite of RA tools, seamlessly embedded within the catalog 
to ensure that your library is a destination for discovery.

• BiblioLists: Easy for you to create. Easy for your community to discover. 
₀ With a brand new If You Liked list type. 
₀ Develop, annotate, and share image-rich lists easily!

• From Library Staff: Staff-created content, highlighted right on the title record page.

• Staff Profiles: Bring your personality to the library.

• And much more...

….and many more.


